
The winter holidays are a time to share the joy, cheer and hope of being together. They also offer up a unique 
opportunity to celebrate our lives as a global community. The Guy Mendilow Ensemble’s collection of  holiday music  
invites you to immerse yourself  in the essence of  the season and wonder how the story of  the major holidays continue  
to play out in our own lives, today. It’s a treasure trove of  songs from around the world that tell tales of  a deeper  
experience of  sparking light just when it’s darkest all around, of  realizing abundance at the height of  scarcity, and of  
how we triumph in hard times – as individuals and as a society, long ago and now.

The Guy Mendilow Ensemble is a sextet of  world-class musicians from Israel, Palestine, Argentina, Japan and the USA. 
Their superb musicianship envelops you in symphonic accompaniment to songs and stories that uplift and inspire. It’s 
a concert of  intricate textures, lush harmonies and soulful vocals, all combined with heart-pounding percussion. This 
Global Celebration in Song truly does get to the Heart of  the Holidays. Share the experience.

“...Music of  hope and affirmation, sophisticated in its delivery but easily accessible to listeners anywhere.” 
— Chicago Tribune

“… An international tour de force.” — Bethlehem Morning Call
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About The Guy Mendilow Ensemble
"An international tour de force” (Bethlehem Morning Call) from Israel, Palestine, Argentina and the USA, the Guy 
Mendilow Ensemble combines world-class musicianship with cinematic storytelling in shows that “explode with 
artistry, refinement, and excitement” (Hebrew Union College), whisking audiences to distant times and picturesque 
places and, ultimately, inspiring resonance with lesser known cultures and histories.

Seen On Stage at:
• Shalin Liu Performance Center (MA)
• Riverside Concerts (MN)
• Chicago World Music Festival (IL)
• Levitt Pavilion / Steel Stacks (PA)
• Philadelphia Folk Festival (PA)
• Festival Mémoire et Racines (Québec, CA)
• International Festival of  Arts & Ideas (CT)
• Bethlehem Musikfest (PA)
• Ashkenaz Festival (Toronto, CA)
• Old Town (IL)WW
• Universities across the USA from Harvard to

University of  Washington, Seattle
• PBS Kids Curious George (National syndicate)
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GME was selected by the National Endowment for the Arts for art that meets the highest standards of 
excellence, public engagement with diverse and excellent art and the strengthening of communities through the arts.
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